Access to social sciences publications in various French-language publishers. The subscription provides access to full text journals including: Gerontology and Society, Public Health, Tribune of health...

**Cairn.info** launched its **International Edition**. An English-language platform where abstracts and selected articles from about 437 key journals on Cairn.info are translated from French into English, enabling users to search, browse and read contents without speaking a word of French.

**Remote identification process with EHESP**

On: [http://www.cairn.info/](http://www.cairn.info/), Off Campus or Wifi mode:

1. Click here => **Off Campus**

2. A new window will open => **Select: France and EHESP**

3. Finally, connect with:

   **IDENTIFIER** = Your EHESP mail address

   `Prenom.nom@eleve.ehesp.fr`

   *(Firstname.name@eleve.ehesp.fr)*

   **PASSWORD** = The same as the one you use to connect to EHESP’s network

   IT Department recommendation: **Do not check these boxes**

   **IMPORTANT:** Please, for security reasons, log out and close all browser windows when you have finished your session.
4. **Required data**

Information justifying your membership at the school in accordance with the CNIL.

---

The EHESP’s IT recommends to accept the pre-selected transmitted information of your data as mentioned here. *(Please contact me again if the data were to change)*

---

5. **Personal account**

Register and create your personal account **My Cairn Info** for additional advantage.